Jewish World Watch (JWW) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that works to end genocide and mass atrocities worldwide by educating and mobilizing individuals, advocating for policy changes, and funding projects to support and build resilience in conflict-affected communities.

**How We Fight Genocide**

**Education**
We spread awareness and educate our community about the prevention of genocide and mass atrocities.
- Speaking engagements
- Community events
- Seminars
- Film screenings

**Advocacy**
We advocate to make genocide and mass atrocities prevention a priority for the US Government.
- Petitions
- Advocacy training
- In-district meetings
- Student activism

**Projects**
We support projects on the ground that help survivors of genocide and mass atrocities to rebuild their lives.
- Medical care
- Educational assistance
- Reintegration of child soldiers

**Primary Areas of Focus**

**What You Can Do**

- Volunteer
- Donate
- Take action
- Invite a speaker
- Attend an event
- Get our newsletter
- Spread the word
- Advocate
- Follow us on social media
**SAFE WATER FOR REFUGEES:** JWW has partnered with Drop in the Bucket to drill water wells in the Palabek refugee camp in Northern Uganda to provide clean water to displaced South Sudanese refugees and their host communities.

**MEDICAL SUPPLY SHIPMENT TO SYRIA:** JWW is sending life saving medical aid to the hardest hit areas of the conflict inside Syria, where they are needed most, and where most large organizations cannot go. Supplies are distributed to 28 hospitals in the Idlib and Aleppo provinces.

**PERMA-GARDENING:** To address food insecurity issues in the Darfuri refugee camps in Chad, JWW supports training refugees in home and community-grown food cultivation so refugees can produce their own nutritious crops and reduce reliance on external assistance.

**LITTLE RIPPLES - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION:** In Darfuri refugee camps in Chad, this project provides a safe and nurturing pre-school environment for the youngest, most vulnerable refugees. Students, teachers, and residents are also provided with food to supplement meager camp rations.

**CAMPAIGN AGAINST SEXUAL & GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE:** JWW supports New Hope Hospital in the DRC, funding a blood bank there as well as a media campaign to break to the silence about rape which is so often used as a weapon of war.

**ELEVATING JUSTICE:** To lay the foundation for genuine reform of the Congolese justice system and address the critical lack of moral and ethical leadership in DRC, JWW is funding the creation of a new academic Department of Law at the Christian Bilingual University of Congo.

**MUMOSHO WOMEN’S CENTER:** In the DRC, young girls pregnant as a result of rape are shunned by their families. The Mumosho Women’s Center provides housing, education, and vocational training for these young women and serves as a place of refuge, comfort and opportunity.

**REINTEGRATION OF CHILD SOLDIERS AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN:** Thousands of Congolese children are forcibly recruited into armed groups. JWW supports efforts to free these child soldiers from their captors, and funds a girls transit center to house them.

**EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE & GENERATION HOPE:** JWW invests in the future of the DRC by providing hundreds of war-affected, impoverished children with education and opportunity, helping to create a new generation of leaders who can bring peace and prosperity to their country.

**TUMAINI (HOPE) PROJECT:** helps rape survivors rebuild their lives after medical treatment through a holistic program of support, including counseling and training in literacy, math, and entrepreneurship, allowing them to eventually reintegrate into the community.

**SONS OF CONGO:** This men’s mentorship program tackles the root cause of the violence against women: the mindset of the perpetrators. The program teaches men to respect and value women, and provides them with leadership training and support groups.